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URI WATERSHED WATCH 
Welcome to the University of Rhode Island Watershed Watch program!  

The University of Rhode Island (URI) Watershed Watch program is a statewide 
volunteer water quality monitoring program.  The focus is on educating the public 
and providing current information on the water quality of lakes, ponds, reservoirs, 
rivers and estuaries throughout Rhode Island.  The heart of the program consists 
of weekly or biweekly monitoring in the middle of these waterbodies by trained 
volunteer monitors.  Water quality is a reflection of the activities in the water itself 
as well as in the lands and waters that surround and lie upstream.  It is our hope 
that this program will encourage communities, shoreside homeowners, 
recreational users, and local residents to understand the need to cooperatively 
manage and improve the water quality of all the water bodies within a watershed.  
In this way we all will ensure that Rhode Island’s fresh water resources remain 
one of the state’s great assets. 
 URI Watershed Watch one of four Cooperative Extension Water Quality 
Programs and is in the Department of Natural Resources Science in the College 
of the Environment and Life Sciences at the University of Rhode Island.  URI 
Cooperative Extension provides much of the staff support and laboratory 
facilities.  The program also relies on the time and financial support of many 
organizations throughout the state. 
 URI Watershed Watch works with municipalities, watershed organizations, 
land trusts, and the Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management to 
determine which water bodies should be monitored.  This program began in May 
1988 as a cooperative effort between the URI’s Natural Resources Science 
Department and the Wood-Pawcatuck Watershed Association.  At this point 
more than thirty organizations throughout Rhode Island and northern 
Connecticut have co-sponsored water quality monitoring efforts by more than 
300 volunteers.  Each sponsoring organization financially supports the program.  
URI Watershed Watch provides all monitoring equipment, supplies, and training, 
as well as conducting laboratory analyses, data analysis, and reporting results. 
 In 1992 the Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management 
(RIDEM) confirmed the value of the quality data collected by the volunteers in 
the URI Watershed Watch program.  URI Watershed Watch data is the sole 
source of almost all of Rhode Island’s lake and pond data.  It is valued as 
“monitored data” in the “State of the State’s Waters” report.  RIDEM’s 
enthusiastic support has had a significant impact on the scope of the URI 
Watershed Watch program.  In 2006 our analytical laboratory attained 
certification by the Rhode Island Department of Health as a licensed laboratory. 
 This manual provides the step-by-step instructions for lake and pond 
water quality monitoring.  Coupled with field training and proper equipment, our 
dedicated volunteers are significantly expanding the information available on our 
lakes and ponds, a critical first step to their protection, management and 
enhancement.  Without a doubt, it is the dedication of the volunteers that makes 
this program a success. 
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HOW THIS MANUAL IS ARRANGED 
 
 This manual is divided into several sections.  We have tried to make it as 
“user-friendly” as possible. 
 General Information describes the overall program - who we are, what we do, 

and steps to take to prepare for monitoring. 
 How To Monitor is the heart of the manual.  You will refer to this section the 

most.  In it we summarize the steps to follow each time you go out on the 
water. 

• Shallow locations are those that are less than 5 meters (15 feet) in depth. 
• Deep locations are those which are more than 5 meters (15 feet) in depth.  

The reason that we separate these locations is that in our deep locations 
the water tends to form distinct layers during the summer.  We test for 
oxygen in the bottom waters of these locations as an additional indicator 
of water quality.   

• Weekly and biweekly monitoring is simpler than the triseason water 
collections.  All the weekly and biweekly monitoring takes place on site. 

• Triseason water collection involves collecting additional water samples 
and bringing them to the URI watershed Watch laboratory for us to 
analyze. 

• We provide a schedule for you to follow to keep you on track. 
 Specific Monitoring Techniques has complete instructions on how to do each 

monitoring procedure.  For example, we say “make your first set of Secchi 
depth transparency measurements” in How to Monitor.  In this section we 
provide step by step directions in making that particular measurement.   

 Directions for Water Samplers provides step by step directions for using each 
of our water samplers. 

 Natural Resources Factsheets provides background and supplemental 
information about what we monitor and why. 

 
Please note that each procedure should be followed  

in the order the steps are presented. 
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WHY MONITOR? 
(Excerpted from Great Bay Watch: A Citizen Monitoring Manual, University of New Hampshire Cooperative Extension) 

 
 Ecological monitoring has been defined as repetitive measurements or 
observations recorded over time for the purpose of determining a condition or 
tracking a trend or change.  Long-term ecological monitoring is necessary before 
drawing conclusions as to cause and effect of observed changes.  These 
changes are often gradual and subtle.  The question is whether they represent 
trends or natural fluctuations.  In general these studies have shown that: 

• Complex ecological systems require long-term observation and study 
for understanding; 

• A single sample says nothing about its environment, only about the 
sample itself; 

• A sequence of only two to three years of data can be very misleading 
about the direction of changes in environmental quality; 

• Environments have a “memory” or response time, which varies greatly.  
It takes a certain amount of time to detect a change – perhaps a 
decade for lakes, a century for soil. 

 
While those involved in citizen monitoring efforts are usually not trained 

scientists, they can, with relatively little training and simple equipment, collect 
information that can make a significant contribution.   
 

Another important value of monitoring is revealed through changes in 
individual behaviors due to increased knowledge, appreciation, and stewardship 
of the environment being studied. 
 
 

URI WATERSHED WATCH GOALS 
 
 The URI Watershed Watch program is an educationally oriented program 
with four main goals: 

• To promote active individual participation in water quality protection; 
• To educate the public about water quality issues; 
• To obtain multi-year surface water quality information and data to 

ascertain current conditions and to track trends; 
• To encourage management programs based upon sound water quality 

information. 
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SAFETY FIRST! 
(Field SOP 001) 

 
University of Rhode Island Watershed Watch 

 

Date:  
Version:  
Author:  

7/12 
2 
Linda Green 

 
Being a Watershed Watch volunteer usually involves going out on the water. It also may involve 
using chemical reagents to perform water quality tests. For your protection, here are some 
simple rules to follow. The most important is to use common sense and remember that your 
safety is far more important than any monitoring data. This list is not meant to be 
exhaustive. For more information see http://www.fs.fed.us/recreation/safety/safety.shtml/#top . 
 
Before going to your monitoring location: 
 Keep a first aid kit in your vehicle. 
 Check http://www.ribeaches.org/closures.cfm and/or http://www.dem.ri.gov/news/index.htm 

for beach closures and/or advisories. 
 Check the weather report for storm alerts, watches, or warnings. 
 If you are monitoring alone, alert someone in advance that you will be monitoring and check 

in when you are done. 
 Apply sunscreen, bug repellent, and wear a hat. 
 Make sure you have all your monitoring supplies. 
 Familiarize yourself with all monitoring instructions. 
 
Upon arrival at your monitoring location: 
 Park legally, and as far off of roads as possible, leave your vehicle flashers on if you have 

any concerns. We can provide you with a laminated ID card for your vehicle if you wish. 
 No trespassing! Please obtain property owner permission if you will be crossing or on private 

land. 
 Think about your footing while traveling to your monitoring site, watch your step! Watch and 

plan for 
o Steep and eroding slopes, 
o Tree roots and debris, plants and vines that tangle and scratch, poison ivy, 
o Loose or wet slippery rocks, 
o Ticks, spiders, snakes, snapping turtles, unfriendly dogs or waterfowl. 

 
When readying to go on the water and when you are on the water: 
 Monitor with a partner if possible.  The old adage about “safety in numbers” applies here. 

(Having a partner helps improve quality data collection, too.) 
 Familiarize yourself with all monitoring instructions before you go on the water. 
 Wear a personal flotation device. 
 If your boat has a motor, bring along oars or paddles too! 
 Have an anchor with an attached anchor line on board. 
 Bring along a supply of drinking water, especially in the summer. 
 Watch out for other boats on busy days – especially those towing water-skiers! 
 Stay off the water if high winds, a storm, or lightning is expected soon or has started. 
 Stay off the water if you do not feel well. 
 Wearing plastic gloves when you monitor is advisable, especially if you are monitoring 

within 24 hours of a major storm, there are visible algae blooms or other debris, or you have 
any concerns about the water you are monitoring. 

http://www.fs.fed.us/recreation/safety/safety.shtml/#top
http://www.ribeaches.org/closures.cfm
http://www.dem.ri.gov/news/index.htm
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When using monitoring kits: 
 Familiarize yourself with all instructions. Ready the material safety sheets and safety 

instructions that come with each kit. 
 Follow the instructions step-by step, in the order written. 
 Keep a supply of paper towels, some dampened, on hand to quickly mop up spills. 
 Wear glasses or goggles and gloves when using test kit chemical reagents. 
 Avoid contact between chemical reagents and your skin, eyes, nose, mouth. 
 Use stoppers or bottle caps, not your fingers or hands, to cover bottles during shaking or 

mixing. 
 If you spill anything on yourself, immediately flush thoroughly with lots of water. It is 

perfectly acceptable to use nearby lake, stream or salt water – do NOT wait until you 
get home or to a faucet! 

 Rinse and wipe up any regent chemical spills, liquids, or powder as they occur. 
 Thoroughly rinse all your testing apparatus with tap water after use. 
 Thoroughly wash your hands after performing your tests, even if you wore gloves. 
 Keep equipment and chemical reagents out of sunlight, extreme heat or cold (such as car 

trunks), or moist areas (such as under sinks.) 
 Keep all equipment and supplies away from children, just like you would household cleaning 

products. 
 
If you have any questions or concerns call URI Watershed Watch 
(401)-874-2905 
 
To report suspected blue-green algae blooms, contact Brian Zalewsky 
in DEM's Office of Water Resources at 222-4700 ext. 7145.   
For more information go to: 
http://www.health.ri.gov/healthrisks/harmfulalgaeblooms/ 
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WHAT WE MONITOR: 

URI WATERSHED WATCH 
WATER QUALITY MEASUREMENTS 

for Lakes, Ponds, Reservoirs 
 

WEEKLY 
 

Water Clarity 
(measured by Secchi Depth Transparency)  

 
Water Temperature 

 
BIWEEKLY 

 

Algal Biomass 
(measured by chlorophyll-a content) 

 

Dissolved Oxygen in deep water 
(measured at depths >= 5 meters (15 feet)) 

 

 
 

TRISEASON 
(May, July, October) 

(also September for deep lakes) 
A suite of water samples is collected by program volunteers 

once over a three day period, 
brought to URI the same day as collected, 

and analyzed by URI Watershed Watch staff for: 
 

pH and Alkalinity 
Total- and Dissolved Phosphorus 

Total-, Nitrate-, and Ammonium- Nitrogen 
Bacterial levels (Enterococci) 

Chloride 
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WHERE WE MONITOR: 

PIN-POINTING YOUR MONITORING 
LOCATION 

 (Field SOP 002) 

 
University of Rhode Island Watershed Watch 

Date:  
Version:  
Author:  

7/12 
2 
Linda Green 

 
 All URI Watershed Watch volunteers monitor a particular location for an entire 
monitoring season.  Unless otherwise described, water quality monitoring is done at the 
deepest part of each lake or pond, and mid-stream in rivers and streams.  Salt ponds, bays 
and harbor sites are usually specifically described and assigned by the local sponsoring group, 
such as Salt Ponds Coalition. 

Lakes and Ponds. 
We have several ways of determining where the deepest spot is.  For many locations we rely on 
maps originally found in Fisheries Investigations and Management in Rhode Island Lakes and 
Ponds, by Richard Guthrie and John A. Stolgitis, available from the Rhode Island Division of 
Fish and Wildlife.  This book contains bathymetric maps, which are maps of the bottom contours 
of lakes and ponds.  The contours have three-foot intervals.  These maps can be found on-line 
at http://www.dem.ri.gov/maps/mapfile/pondbath.pdf . For locations not in this book we rely on 
United States Geological Survey (USGS) topographic maps.  Unfortunately those maps don’t 
show bottom contours.  If your location has been monitored in the past we also provide 
annotated maps, where past volunteers have described and marked their monitoring location, 
generally following the directions below.  We do provide new volunteers with the contact 
information for the past volunteers so you can learn directly where they monitored.   

We do have latitude and longitude coordinates for all our active monitoring locations posted 
online. See http://www.uri.edu/ce/wq/ww/Lat-Long.htm for those values We also invite you to 
use your own GPS device to confirm or update your monitoring location. Since different GPS 
units have their own instructions we will not provide any here. 

What we rely on most is your knowledge of your particular monitoring location. 

 
Supplies: 

 boat, anchor, personal flotation device 
 map, clipboard, pencil 
 Secchi disk 

 

Directions: 
1. Bring your map to your lake and orient yourself.  Mark your starting location (dock, launch 

ramp, etc.) on the map.    

2. Go out to where you think the deepest spot is. 

3. Check the depth to the bottom using your Secchi disk. 

4. Try some nearby areas, marking the bottom depths on your map.  It may take you some 
time to find the deepest spot. 

5. When you find the deepest spot, anchor your boat and take a look around. 

6. Facing forward in your boat, what distinguishing landmarks do you see in front of you, in 
back of you, to your left and right? You will use these landmarks to locate your spot every 
time you monitor.  On some lakes and ponds you can leave a buoy to mark the spot. 

http://www.uri.edu/ce/wq/ww/Lat-Long.htm
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7. Mark down these landmarks on your map.  Also write them down on a separate piece of 
paper, and consider photographing your landmarks to further orient yourself and others.  

Rivers and Streams: 
Unless otherwise described, monitoring on rivers and streams is done in the middle of 
the stream, facing upstream. If you are monitoring a tributary stream to a lake, pond, salt pond 
or other stream, monitoring is done upstream of the location, so that your samples capture the 
river/stream water, not what it is flowing into. 

Monitoring is done facing upstream, so that if you are standing in the water anything you stir up 
will go downstream and not into your sample bottles.   

If you are monitoring at a road crossing, unless otherwise described, monitor on the upstream 
side of the road, to minimize the contribution of the nearby road to your water samples. 

We have maps with written descriptions for most monitoring locations, and rely on past 
volunteers to direct new ones to the exact spot. New for 2012 is a map accessible from the URI 
Watershed Watch website that includes coordinates for almost all monitoring locations. Go to 
http://www.uri.edu/ce/wq/ww/MonSites-Rivers.htm and click where noted to see the map to 
confirm site location. See http://www.uri.edu/ce/wq/ww/Lat-Long.htm to obtain the coordinates 
for your monitoring location. 

If your location is brand new, we encourage you to use a GPS device to record the coordinates. 

Another great way to help ”mark” your stream site is to take photos of it both to share with us 
(we love photos) and as a record of where your site it. With so many digital cameras in use, 
some volunteers take a photo of their site each time they monitor it, and in particular of any 
outstanding feature, such as a rock, culvert, existing marker or even the road crossing.  A series 
starting from further out and then successively zooming in is also very useful.   

Salt ponds, Bay or Harbor sites: 
In many cases salt water monitoring is done off the ends of docks.  These locations are 
generally specified by the sponsoring organization such as the Salt Ponds Coalition or Save 
Bristol Harbor and their monitors are shown exactly where to monitor.  Those organizations and 
URI Watershed Watch have GPS coordinates of those locations.  If monitoring is done in the 
middle of, for example, Green Hill Pond, the location is found and marked as in the “Lakes and 
Ponds” section above. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

No matter how you mark your spot, think about how you would explain your location to 
someone who isn’t as familiar with the spot as you are. This is very important, both for 
future monitoring efforts and for supplementary monitoring by water quality professionals.   

 

http://www.uri.edu/ce/wq/ww/MonSites-Rivers.htm
http://www.uri.edu/ce/wq/ww/Lat-Long.htm
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LAKE/POND WATER QUALITY MONITORING SUPPLIES  
 Monitoring manual 
 URI Watershed Watch postcards 
 Secchi Disk with calibrated line 
 View tube for Secchi disk 
 Water sampler 

• Shallow sampler for locations < 15 feet deep 
(home-made with black siphon pump) 

• Deep water sampler for locations > 15 ft deep 
(clear w/ gray ends LaMotte Sampler with calibrated line & weight) 

 Water sample bottles 
Shallow Locations Deep Locations 

• 500 ml white plastic bottle 
(magenta label), “1m UNFILTERED” 

• 500 ml white plastic bottle 
(magenta label), "1m UNFILTERED " 

 • 500 ml white plastic bottle 
(green label), "deep unfiltered" 

• 250 ml white plastic bottle with 
"sterile" label across lid 

• 250 ml white plastic bottle with 
"sterile" label across lid 

• Brown glass bottle (250 or 100 ml) 
(magenta label), "1m UNFILTERED " 

• Brown glass bottle (250 or 100 ml) 
(magenta label), "1m UNFILTERED " 

 • Brown glass bottle (100 or 250 ml) 
(green label), "DEEP UNFILTERED " 

• Plastic bottle (100 ml) 
• (yellow label, “1m FILTERED”) 

• Plastic bottle (100 ml) 
(yellow label), "1m filtered" 

Chlorophyll filtration apparatus (stored in a re-sealable plastic bag) 
• 2 - 250 ml chlorophyll sample bottles (labeled #1 of 2, #2 of 2) 
• 60 ml syringe (marked at 50 ml) 
• 2 white plastic filter holders 
• glass fiber filters (stored in 35 mm film canister) 
• tweezers 
• squeeze bottle of magnesium carbonate preservative 
• re-sealable bag containing desiccant chips to store/preserve filters 
• sheet of chlorophyll filter sample labels 
• blotting paper (supplied by volunteer- coffee filter, paper towel) 
• aluminum foil squares (supplied by volunteer) 

 Thermometer (usually stored in bag of chlorophyll supplies) 
 Dissolved Oxygen kit (for locations >15 ft deep) 

• Goggles, plastic gloves 
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WATER QUALITY MONITORING CHECK LIST 
 

ON THE WATER 
WEEKLY monitoring on all locations: 

Secchi disk and 2 clothespins 
Thermometer 
PVC view tube 

pencil and notepad 
monitoring postcard 

personal flotation device 
anchor 

map of monitoring location with landmarks noted 
 

 
for BIWEEKLY monitoring also bring: 

      SHALLOW ponds       DEEP ponds 
  shallow sampler   water sampler & weights 
  plastic bottles (labelled for chlorophyll)   plastic bottles (labelled for chlorophyll) 
  insulated cooler bag with freezer pak   clear glass dissolved oxygen bottles 
    insulated cooler bag with freezer pak 

 
(TRISEASON) water collection dates monitoring 

bring weekly, biweekly supplies, and: 
 
      SHALLOW ponds       DEEP ponds 

  Large white plastic bottle labeled  
“1 meter unfiltered” 

  Large white plastic bottle labeled  
“1 meter unfiltered” 

  brown glass bottle  
labeled "unfiltered" 

  2 brown glass bottles: 
• 1 - unfiltered shallow 
• 1 - unfiltered deep 

  sterilized bacterial bottle   sterilized bacterial bottle 
    1-2 more glass D.O. bottle(s) 
**********************************************************************************************************

** 
ON SHORE 

Organize these items either inside or out of direct sunlight, before you go out on the water. 
 

BIWEEKLY monitoring  
 Chlorophyll Filtration Apparatus, which includes 

• syringe 
• round white plastic filter holders 
• small filter circles (stored in black film canister) 
• tweezers 
• white flip-spout squeeze bottle (labeled magnesium carbonate) 
• wrapping for filters – your own paper towels or coffee filters 
• aluminum  foil squares (your own) 
• sheet of location labels 

 
 Dissolved oxygen kit for deep ponds 
 

(TRISEASON) water collection dates monitoring – all of the above plus 
• 1 plastic bottle with yellow label "1m FILTERED" 
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MONITORING POSTCARD 

INSTRUCTIONS 
(Field SOP 003) 

 
University of Rhode Island Watershed Watch 

Date:  
Revision:  
Author:  

5/10 
2 
E. Herron & 
L. Green 

 
At the bottom of this page is a copy of the monitoring postcard.  Please fill one out each time 
you do your water quality monitoring.  The postcards are pre-stamped. 
 

Please be sure to mail it to us right away. 
 

Often monitors forget to write their name, their location, and/or the date.  Without this 
information we cannot record and use your valuable data.  Please check over your postcard 
before you mail it to be sure you have included everything needed.   
 
Note that “Salinity” is only applicable to sites that are influenced by the ocean such as the 
Narrow River, Salt Ponds, estuaries and Narragansett Bay.  If “Salinity” is not determined at 
your site write “N/A” or Not Applicable in this area of the postcard.  Codes for “Light”, “Wind” and 
“State of Tide” are described below under “Codes for Environmental Conditions”.   
 
Please read the monitoring postcard carefully.  Some additional information is requested from 
certain monitors or groups and would have been described during your training.  If you still have 
questions, call us at 401-874-2905. 
 
Monitoring Postcard: 
 
LOCATION:     MONITOR(S): 
 
DATE MONITORED:    TIME: 
       (mo/day/yr)   (military) 
SECCHI DEPTH (measure 4 times): 
 

__________   _________   __________   __________ meters 

Depth to bottom is _______ meters.  Is Secchi visible on bottom?  yes  or  no 
CHLOROPHYLL SAMPLES:  FILTERED and FROZEN:  yes or no 
       Record actual depth 
DEPTH MONITORED (meters) Surface 1 meter ____m deep ____m deep 
WATER TEMPERATURE (deg. C)     

DISSOLVED OXYGEN (mg/L) 
(Measure twice at each depth) 

N/A  ¦ 
¦ 

¦ 
¦ 

SALINITY (ppt) N/A    

(for below, circle best description, see monitoring manual for details) 
LIGHT:     1= Distinct shadows     2= No shadows              3= Very overcast 
WIND:       0= Calm    1= Light       2= Gentle           3= Moderate    4= Strong 
RAIN W/IN 48 Hrs.     1= None      2= Light              3= Moderate    4= Heavy 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

STATE OF TIDE:  EBB ____   FLOOD ____   HIGH ____   LOW ____   N/A ____ 
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CODES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 
 
These codes describe environmental conditions when you are monitoring.  Please enter the 
code number that best describes the conditions on your monitoring postcard. 
 

Light conditions: 
Code # Description 

1 Bright, distinct shadows 

2 Cloudy-bright, no shadows 

3 Heavily overcast 
 
Wind speed: 
 

Code 
# 

Wind Velocity 
(mph) 

Weather 
Term Condition of Water surface 

0 0 Calm Completely calm 

1 1 - 7 Light Smooth or rippled to small wavelets 

2 8 - 11 Gentle Large wavelets, crests begin to break, few whitecaps 

3 12 - 16 Moderate Small waves, frequent whitecaps 

4 17 - 24 Fresh Moderate crested waves, many whitecaps 

5 25 - 35 Strong Large waves, white foam crests everywhere, wind 
blown spray – too dangerous for monitoring!!! 

 
Rain within 48 hours 
 

Code # Description 
1 None within the last 48 hrs 

2 Light < 0.5 inch within the last 48 hrs 

3 Moderate 0.5 – 1 inch within the last 48 hrs 

4 Heavy > 1 inch within the last 48 hrs 
 
State of Tide: 
 

State of Tide Description 
EBB Tide is flowing OUT toward the ocean 

FLOOD Tide is flowing IN toward land 

HIGH At high tide 

LOW At low tide 

N/A None of the above apply 
 (site is inland and not connected to the ocean) 

 



 

 
ON-LINE FIELD DATA ENTRY 

INSTRUCTIONS 
(Field SOP 014) 

 
University of Rhode Island Watershed Watch 

Date:         7/12 
Version:  1 
Authors:   E. Herron, L. Green 
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How to Use URI Watershed Watch’s Online Data Entry 

 
Online entry of postcard data can be completed by logging in through URI Watershed Watch’s 
webpage at http://www.uri.edu/ce/wq/ww 

• Click on “Online Data Entry” on homepage (Figure 1) 
• Password is “monitorXX”, where the XX = the current year, ie 2010 (Figure 2) 
• Site ID is a number (WW##) found on the attached sheet and also on website (Figure 1) 

– Enter it exactly, including any 0’s 
• Select the type of waterbody you are monitoring to get the correct set of data entry fields 

(Figure 3). 
• Complete the data from your postcard and/or field data sheet (Figure 4) 
• Complete and hold onto postcards/field data sheet. Return the postcards or field data 

sheet at the end of the season! 

Figure 1.            Figure 2.  

   
Figure 3.            Figure 4. 

   
Please contact Elizabeth (874-4552 or emh@uri.edu) if you have any questions or problems 
entering your postcard data.  



SAMPLE 
URI WATERSHED WATCH 

2006 WATER QUALITY MONITORING SCHEDULE 
LAKES, RESERVOIRS, AND PONDS 

 
Week 

Ending 

Secchi & 
Temp 
Only 

Secchi, temperature, 
chlorophyll, 

D.O.(deep locations) 

 
WATER COLLECTION DATES 

April 29 X   
May 6  X  
May 13 X   
May 20  X FIRST TRISEASON:  May 18 - 20 

CHLOROPHYLL QC CHECK 
May 27 X  MEMORIAL DAY IS MAY 29 
June 3  X New England Chapter of NALMS 

Lakes Conference 
June 2 & 3, 2006 – UMaine - Farmington 

Farmington, ME - Please consider attending 
June 10 X   
June 17  X June 17 - optional lake water collection day 

Scheduled river collection day 
June 24 X  Narrow River Swim – Come support the NRPA! 
July 1  X  
July 8 X  Participate in ‘06 Great American Secchi Dip-In 

July 15  X  
July 22 X   
July 29  Bring DO Kit to URI SECOND TRISEASON:  July 27 - 29 

D.O. QC CHECK 
August 5 X   
August 12  X AUGUST 14 IS VICTORY DAY 
August 19 X   
August 26  X Aug. 26 - optional lake water collection day 

Scheduled river collection day 
September 2 X  SEPTEMBER 4 IS LABOR DAY 
September 9  X  

September 16 X   
September 23  X  
September 30 X  Sept 30 - optional lake water collection day 

Scheduled river collection day 
October 7  X  

October 14 X  OCTOBER 9 IS COLUMBUS DAY 
October 21  X Yup – DO & Chl-a 2 weeks in a row 
October 28  X 

Return all supplies 
THIRD TRI-SEASON:  Oct. 26 - 28 

Chlorophyll QC check 
Scheduled river collection day 

 

This is an example of a monitoring schedule. 
Each year’s monitoring schedules are on-line at: 
http://www.uri.edu/ce/wq/ww/MonSchedules.htm/ 

Copies are also given to each volunteer. 
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HANDLING AND TRANSPORTING 

WATER SAMPLES 
 (Field SOP 004) 

 
University of Rhode Island Watershed Watch 

Date:  
Version:  
Author:  

7/12 
2 
Linda Green 

 

Keep ‘em cold & NO Smoking!!! 
 
How you handle your water samples once they are out of the water is extremely important in 
ensuring that the results of what you test truly reflect the condition of the water.  Sunlight and 
warm air temperatures can dramatically affect your samples.  Here are some important points 
for transporting your water samples: 
 
Before you go on the water: 

 Bring a cooler/bag and a frozen cold pack with you for chlorophyll monitoring and on 
water collection days. 

 Have a zip lock bag and a separate cold pack on shore to store your chlorophyll filters in. 
 On hot, sunny days store your deep water sampler in the cooler/bag while you are on 

your way out to your monitoring site.  (The temperature of the sampler can raise the 
temperature of the water inside it.) 

 
On the water, after you collect your water samples: 

 Check the water temperature of one sample and then… 
 Immediately put your two chlorophyll bottles in the cooler/bag. 
 It is a good practice to store your dissolved oxygen bottles in the cooler/bag too! 
 If you forget your cooler/bag at least store your water samples out of the direct sunlight. 

On-shore: 
 NO SMOKING!  It will affect the amount of ammonia-N in your water (no kidding!) 
 Find some shade!  Chlorophyll filtering must be done out of direct sunlight if outside and 

in subdued light if indoors. 
 Keep the processed filters cold!  If you filter your samples at home put the filters right in 

the freezer when you are done.  If you aren’t home, put the filters in a zip lock bag next 
to a cold pack.  Do not store the filters directly on ice. 

 Water samples should be stored in your refrigerator until you are ready to bring them to 
the URI Watershed Watch laboratory. 

Bringing your water samples and chlorophyll filters to the URIWW lab: 
 KEEP ‘EM COLD!  Use an insulated cooler/bag with cold packs or ice.  If you choose to 

use ice, please put the ice in its own zip lock bag or put your water bottles in a bag so 
that the melting ice doesn’t cause the labels to slip off your bottles. 

 Please put your bag of chlorophyll filters right next to a cold pack.  Either put the pack 
inside the zip lock bag with your filters or use a rubber band to keep the chlorophyll bag 
right next to the cold pack. 

 

  



 
 
 
 

Monitoring Basics 
(what to do and when) 
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Shallow Ponds: WEEKLY AND BIWEEKLY Monitoring 
 
 This summarizes monitoring procedures for locations less than five 
meters (fifteen feet) deep.  Detailed descriptions of each procedure are in 
Section III, Specific Monitoring Techniques.  Detailed instructions for the shallow 
water sampler are in Section IV, Directions for Water Samplers. 
 
Before going out on the water: 
Go over this on-the-water checklist to make sure you have everything you 
need. 

 Secchi disk and two clothespins 
 viewing tube 
 water sampler 
 2 white lidded plastic chlorophyll sample bottles (labeled #1 of 2, #2 of 2) 
 thermometer  
 insulated cooler bag with freezer pack 
 pencil and notepad 

• monitoring postcard 
 personal flotation device 
 anchor 
 map of location with landmarks and location noted 

 
On the water every week: 
1. Go to your location, anchor your boat. 
2. Make two sets of Secchi depth transparency measurements. 
 

Additionally, on the water every other week (biweekly): 
B1.  Rinse your shallow sampler & chlorophyll bottles. 

• Put the shallow sampler into the water. 
• Squeeze the black bulb ten times to rinse the sampler. 
• Rinse the plastic chlorophyll bottles with some of this water. 
• Discard rinse water. 

B2.  Fill the two chlorophyll bottles & measure water temperature: 
• Use the shallow sampler to pump water. 
• Fill the white-lidded plastic bottles about ¾ full. 
• Cap one bottle and put it in your cooler. 
• Put thermometer into the other bottle.  Keep it out of direct sunlight. 
• After a minute or two read the thermometer while it is in the bottle 

o  Record temperature on your postcard/notebook.  
o  Remove the thermometer, 

•  Cap the second bottle and put it in your cooler. 
 

3. Check & record the depth to the pond bottom using your Secchi disk, 
 then return to shore. 

(continued on next page) 
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Back on shore and out of direct sunlight: 
C1.  Set out your chlorophyll filtering supplies (stored in a plastic bag): 

 60 ml syringe (marked at 50 ml) 
 2 white plastic filter holders 
 glass fiber filters (stored in 35 mm film canister) 
 tweezers 
 squeeze bottle of magnesium carbonate 
 resealable bag containing desiccant chips 
 sheet of chlorophyll filter sample labels 
 blotting paper (supplied by you- coffee filter, paper towel) 
 aluminum foil squares (supplied by you) 

C2.  Do the chlorophyll filtration twice on water from each bottle. 
(step-by-step instructions are in Section III), remembering to 
• Shake your bottle thoroughly before each filtering, 
• Rinse your syringe before using, 
• Add the preservative (magnesium carbonate) 

CAUTION: You should not have to push with all your strength in order to filter the 
water.  If you see water drops coming out from between the top and bottom 
halves of the white plastic filter holder this means that the filter has become 
plugged (either with algae or sediment).  You must start over with a fresh filter 
and water sample.  Use less water, for example 25 ml, and record the amount 
used on your postcard and on the filter label.   

 
C3.  Fold, wrap and store your four (4) chlorophyll filters, remembering to 

• Fold the filters in half, with particles on the inside (like pita bread) 
• Wrap in blotting paper 
• Wrap in aluminum foil 
• Fill out and attach a label – record the date & amount of water filtered 
• Put the wrapped packet in the desiccant chip plastic bag 
• Store in your freezer 

 
Fill out and mail the monitoring postcard to URI. 
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Shallow Ponds: WATER COLLECTION DAYS Monitoring 
 
 This summarizes monitoring procedures for locations less than five 
meters (fifteen feet) deep on scheduled water collection days.  Detailed 
descriptions of each procedure are in Section III, Specific Monitoring Techniques.  
Detailed instructions for the shallow water sampler are in Section IV, Directions for 
Water Samplers. 

In general, expect to fill every bottle that is labeled with the collection date. 

Monitors on very shallow ponds (< 3 meters) - if possible, take your water 
samples before you anchor your boat to avoid stirring up and collecting bottom 

sediments. 

Before going out on the water: 
Go over this on-the-water checklist to make sure you have everything you need, 
including your water collection bottles. 
Remember to read through these instructions. 

 bacterial monitoring bottle (labeled "sterile") 
 large white plastic bottle with unfiltered (magenta) label 
 1-2 brown glass bottle(s) with unfiltered (magenta) label 
 Secchi disk and two clothespins, viewing tube 
 water sampler 
 2 white lidded plastic chlorophyll bottles (labeled #1 of 2, #2 of 2) 
 thermometer  
 insulated cooler bag with freezer pack 
 pencil and notepad 

• monitoring postcard 
 personal flotation device, anchor 
 map of location with landmarks and location noted 
 

On the water: 
1. Go to your location, anchor your boat. 
2. Make two sets of Secchi depth transparency measurements. 
3. Collect your bacteria sample, from water at arm’s depth: 

• Remove the “sterile” label just before sampling, roll up your sleeve 
• Do not touch inside of bottle or lid. 
• Do not put lid on boat seat. 
• Do not use any water sampling device. 
• Hold bottle upside down, push it deep into the water, 
• Sweep it up and forward to fill. 
• Recap bottle immediately after sampling and put in cooler. 

4. Rinse your shallow sampler, chlorophyll bottles, magenta labeled water 
collection bottles (plastic and glass) 

• Put the shallow sampler into the water. 
• Squeeze the black bulb ten times to rinse the sampler. 
• Rinse all bottles with some of this water. 
• Discard rinse water.      (continued on next page) 
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5. Fill chlorophyll bottles and magenta labeled water collection bottles & 
measure water temperature: 

• Use the shallow sampler to pump water. 
• Fill plastic and glass magenta-labeled water collection bottles 

o Cap and place in cooler 
• Fill the white-lidded plastic chlorophyll bottles about ¾ full. 

o Cap one bottle and put it in your cooler. 
• Put thermometer into 1 chlorophyll bottle.  Keep it out of direct sunlight. 
• After a minute or two read the thermometer while it is in the bottle 

o  Record temperature on your postcard/notebook.  
o  Remove the thermometer, 

•  Cap the bottle and put it in your cooler. 
6. Check & record the depth to the pond bottom using your Secchi disk, 

 then return to shore. 
 

Back on shore and out of direct sunlight: 
1. Set out your chlorophyll filtering supplies (stored in a plastic bag): 

 Small plastic bottle with yellow dated “filtered” label, (from bag of 
water collection bottles) 

 60 ml syringe (marked at 50 ml) 
 2 white plastic filter holders 
 glass fiber filters (stored in 35 mm film canister) 
 tweezers 
 squeeze bottle of magnesium carbonate 
 resealable bag containing desiccant chips 
 sheet of chlorophyll filter sample labels 
 blotting paper (supplied by you- coffee filter, paper towel) 
 aluminum foil squares (supplied by you) 

2. Do the chlorophyll filtration twice on water from each bottle. 
(Step-by-step instructions are in Section III), remembering to 
• Shake your bottle thoroughly before each filtering, 
• Rinse your syringe before using, 
• Add the preservative (magnesium carbonate) 
• SAVE the filtered water in the yellow labeled bottle. There will be more 

than enough water to rinse and fill this bottle. 
 

3. Fold, wrap and store your four (4) chlorophyll filters, remembering to 
• Fold the filters in half, with particles on the inside (like pita bread) 
• Wrap in blotting paper, then wrap in aluminum foil 
• Fill out and attach a label – record the date & amount of water filtered! 
• Put the wrapped packet in the desiccant chip plastic bag 

 
Bring all water samples and your bag of accumulated chlorophyll filters to 

URI. Use an insulated cooler with cold packs. 
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DEEP PONDS:  WEEKLY AND BIWEEKLY WATER MONITORING 

 This summarizes monitoring procedures for locations more than five 
meters (fifteen feet) deep.  Detailed descriptions of each procedure are in Section 
III, Specific Monitoring Techniques.  Detailed instructions for the water sampler are 
in Section IV, Directions for Water Samplers. 
 
Before going out on the water: 

Go over this on-the-water checklist to make sure you have everything you need.  
 Secchi disk and two clothespins 
 viewing tube 
 water sampler & weight 
 2 white lidded plastic chlorophyll bottles (labeled #1 of 2, #2 of 2) 
 2-3 clear glass dissolved oxygen(DO) bottles from dissolved oxygen kit 
 thermometer  
 insulated cooler bag with freezer pack 
 pencil and notepad 

• monitoring postcard 
 personal flotation device 
 anchor 
 map of location with landmarks and location noted 

 
On the water every week: 
1. Go to your location, anchor your boat. 
2. Make two sets of Secchi depth transparency measurements. 
3. Check bottom depth using Secchi disk. 
 

Additionally, on the water every other week (biweekly): 
B1.  Rinse your deep sampler, chlorophyll, and dissolved oxygen bottles. 

• Close the lid on the sampler and plug with stopper 
• Lower the sampler below surface of water. 
• Jerk to release plug, wait until no more bubbles come out 
• Use this water to rinse the plastic chlorophyll and glass DO bottles. 
• Discard all rinse water. 

B2.  Collect first 1m chlorophyll sample and measure water temperature 
• Put thermometer into sampler. 
• Close the lid, and plug with stopper. 
• Lower quickly to 1 meter depth. 
• Jerk to release plug, wait until no more bubbles come out 
• Rapidly raise sampler and bring into your boat 
• Record water temperature leaving thermometer in sampler. 
• Open sampler top, rinse and fill 1st chlorophyll bottle about ¾ full 
• Cap the bottle and put it in your cooler. 

(continued on next page) 
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B2.  Collect second 1m chlorophyll sample and shallow DO sample 

• Put glass DO bottle into sampler, first removing black bottle cap 
•  Put tube in sampler lid into DO bottle. 
• Close the lid, and plug with stopper. 
• Lower quickly to 1 meter depth. 
• Jerk to release plug, wait until no more bubbles come out. 
• Rapidly raise sampler and bring into your boat. 
• Open sampler and reach in to cap DO bottle under water, making sure 

there are no air bubbles. 
• Remove capped DO bottle and put into cooler. 
• Rinse and fill 2nd chlorophyll bottle with water left in sampler.  
• Cap the chlorophyll bottle and put it in your cooler. 
 

B3.  Collect first DEEP dissolved oxygen sample & measure DEEP water 
temperature 

• Put glass DO bottle into sampler, first removing black bottle cap. 
•  Put tube in sampler lid into DO bottle. 
• Close the lid, and plug with stopper. 
• Lower sampler quickly to depth listed in table. 
• Jerk to release plug, wait until no more bubbles come out. 
• Rapidly raise sampler and bring into your boat. 
• Open sampler and reach in to cap DO bottle under water, making sure 

there are no air bubbles. 
• Remove capped DO bottle and put into cooler. 
• Record water temperature from thermometer in water in sampler. 

 
B4.  Collect second DEEP dissolved oxygen sample 

• Repeat instructions in B3 to collect a second deep DO sample. 
 

Deep water sampling depths 
if your monitoring location has a 

maximum depth of: 
 
take your DEEP sample at a depth of: 

5 to 7 m (16 to 23 ft) 0.5 - 1.0 m from the bottom 
7 to 10 m (23 to 33 ft) 7 m from surface, or 1m from bottom 

> 10 m (>33 ft) 10 m from surface, or 1m from bottom 
 

4. Return to shore. 
 
 

 (continued on next page) 
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Back on shore and out of direct sunlight – every other week (biweekly): 
C1.  Start your DO test (detailed instructions are in Section III of the manual): 

• BE SAFE! Use gloves, goggles, do testing on paper plate or newspaper. 
• Remove cap from DO bottle, 
• Holding dropper upside down, add 8 drops of pink reagent 1 

(manganous sulfate solution), 
• Holding dropper upside down, add 8 drops of clear reagent 2  

 (alkaline potassium iodide azide), 
• Shake well and let sit as per instructions in manual. 
• Holding dropper upside down, add 8 drops sulfuric acid  

 (bottle has red cap). 
• Shake thoroughly to dissolve cloudiness. 
• Finish DO tests after filtering chlorophylls. 

At home: 
D1.  Set out your chlorophyll filtering supplies (stored in plastic bag): 

 60 ml syringe (marked at 50 ml) 
 2 white plastic filter holders 
 glass fiber filters (stored in 35 mm film canister) 
 tweezers 
 squeeze bottle of magnesium carbonate 
 resealable bag containing desiccant chips 
 sheet of chlorophyll filter sample labels 
 blotting paper (supplied by you- coffee filter, paper towel) 
 aluminum foil squares (supplied by you) 

D2.  Do the chlorophyll filtration twice on water from each bottle. 
(step-by-step instructions are in Section III), remembering to 
• Shake your bottle thoroughly before each filtering, 
• Rinse your syringe before using, 
• Add the preservative (magnesium carbonate) 
• Fill out and attach a label – record the date & amount of water filtered 
• Put the wrapped packet in the desiccant chip plastic bag 

CAUTION: You should not have to push with all your strength in order to filter the 
water.  If you see water drops coming out from between the top and bottom halves 
of the white plastic filter holder this means that the filter has become plugged (either 
with algae or sediment).  You must start over with a fresh filter and water sample.  
Use less water, for example 25 ml, and record the amount used on your postcard 
and on the filter label.   

D3.  Finish the first set of DO tests. 
• Follow DO test instructions in Section III of your manual. 

D4.  Make a second set of DO tests. 
• You will then have 2 shallow and 4 deep DO test results. 

D5.  Record results and clean up. 
• Flush reagent chemicals down the drain with plenty of water 
• Rinse bottles with tap water, let air dry 

Fill out and mail the monitoring postcard to URI. 
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DEEP PONDS:  WATER COLLECTION DAYS MONITORING 
 This summarizes monitoring procedures for locations more than five 
meters (fifteen feet) deep.  Detailed descriptions of each procedure are in Section 
III, Specific Monitoring Techniques.  Detailed instructions for the water sampler are 
in Section IV, Directions for Water Samplers. 
 
Before going out on the water: 
Go over this on-the-water checklist to make sure you have everything you need. 

 Secchi disk and two clothespins 
 viewing tube 
 water sampler & weight 

 2 white lidded plastic chlorophyll bottles (labeled #1 of 2, #2 of 2)  
 all clear glass dissolved oxygen(DO) bottles from dissolved oxygen kit 
 thermometer  
 insulated cooler bag with freezer pack 
 pencil and notepad 

• monitoring postcard 
 personal flotation device 
 anchor 
 map of location with landmarks and location noted 
 water collection bottles (in bag with colored & dated labels) 

• bacterial monitoring bottle (labeled "sterile" on top) 
• large white plastic bottles, labeled 1m or shallow,(magenta label) 
• 2-3 brown glass bottles, labeled "unfiltered 1 meter " (magenta label), 

and "unfiltered-deep" (green label) You may have duplicate bottles for 
one of the depths – but would typically have 1 each for 1 meter and 
deep 

In general, expect to fill every bottle that is labeled with the collection date. 
 
On the water: 
1. Go to your location, anchor your boat. 
2. Make two sets of Secchi depth transparency measurements. 
3. Check bottom depth using Secchi disk. 
4. Collect your bacteria sample, from water at arm’s depth: 

• Remove the “sterile” label just before sampling, roll up your sleeve 
• Do not touch inside of bottle or lid. 
• Do not put lid on boat seat. 
• Do not use any water sampling device. 
• Hold bottle upside down, push it deep into the water, 
• Sweep it up and forward to fill. 
• Recap bottle immediately after sampling and put in cooler. 

 (continued on next page) 
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5. Rinse your water sampler, chlorophyll, and magenta labeled water 

collection bottles (plastic and glass.) and DO bottles 
• Close the lid on the sampler and plug with stopper 
• Lower the sampler below surface of water. 
• Jerk to release plug, wait until no more bubbles come out 
• Use this water to rinse the all the bottles. 
• Discard all rinse water. 

6. Collect & fill first 1m chlorophyll sample bottle and measure water 
temperature 

• Put thermometer into sampler. 
• Close the lid, and plug with stopper. 
• Lower quickly to 1 meter depth. 
• Jerk to release plug, wait until no more bubbles come out 
• Rapidly raise sampler and bring into your boat 
• Record water temperature leaving thermometer in sampler. 
• Open sampler top, rinse and fill 1st chlorophyll bottle about ¾ full 
• Cap the bottle and put it in your cooler. 

 
7. Collect second 1m chlorophyll sample and shallow DO sample 

• Put glass DO bottle into sampler, first removing black bottle cap 
•  Put tube in sampler lid into DO bottle. 
• Close the lid, and plug with stopper. 
• Lower quickly to 1 meter depth. 
• Jerk to release plug, wait until no more bubbles come out. 
• Rapidly raise sampler and bring into your boat. 
• Open sampler and reach in to cap DO bottle under water, making sure 

there are no air bubbles. 
• Remove capped DO bottle and put into cooler. 
• Rinse and fill 2nd chlorophyll bottle with water left in sampler.  
• Cap the chlorophyll bottle and put it in your cooler. 
 

8. Collect and fill magenta labeled bottles with 1m water. 
• Close the lid on sampler and plug with stopper. 
• Lower quickly to 1 meter depth. 
• Jerk to release plug, wait until no more bubbles come out. 
• Pour water into magenta labeled 1m sample bottles (plastic and glass) 

 
 
 
 
 

(continued on next page) 
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9. Collect first DEEP dissolved oxygen sample & measure DEEP water 
temperature 

• Put glass DO bottle into sampler, first removing black bottle cap. 
•  Put tube in sampler lid into DO bottle. 
• Close the lid, and plug with stopper. 
• Lower sampler quickly to depth listed in table below. 
• Jerk to release plug, wait until no more bubbles come out. 
• Rapidly raise sampler and bring into your boat. 
• Open sampler and reach in to cap DO bottle under water, making sure 

there are no air bubbles. 
• Remove capped DO bottle and put into cooler. 
• Record water temperature from thermometer in water in sampler. 

 
10. Collect second DEEP dissolved oxygen sample & fill green labeled deep 

water sample bottle. 
• Repeat instructions in step 9 to collect a second deep DO sample. 
• Put in cooler. 
• Pour remaining water from sampler into green labeled DEEP brown 

glass sample bottle. 
 

11. Return to shore. 
 

Deep water sampling depths 
if your monitoring location has a 

maximum depth of: 
 
take your DEEP sample at a depth of: 

5 to 7 m (16 to 23 ft) 0.5 - 1.0 m from the bottom 
7 to 10 m (23 to 33 ft) 7 m from surface, or 1m from bottom 

> 10 m (>33 ft) 10 m from surface, or 1m from bottom 
 

Back on shore and out of direct sunlight 
1. Start your DO tests  (detailed instructions are in Section III of the manual): 

• BE SAFE! Use gloves, goggles, do testing on paper plate or newspaper. 
• Remove cap from DO bottle, 
• Holding dropper upside down, add 8 drops of pink reagent 1 

(manganous sulfate solution), 
• Holding dropper upside down, add 8 drops of clear reagent 2  (alkaline 

potassium iodide azide), 
• Shake well and let sit as per instructions in manual. 
• Holding dropper upside down, add 8 drops sulfuric acid  

 (bottle has red cap). 
• Shake thoroughly to dissolve cloudiness. 
• Finish DO tests after filtering chlorophylls. 

(continued on next page) 
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2. Set out your chlorophyll filtering supplies (stored in plastic bag): 
 60 ml syringe (marked at 50 ml) 
 2 white plastic filter holders 
 glass fiber filters (stored in 35 mm film canister) 
 tweezers 
 squeeze bottle of magnesium carbonate 
 resealable bag containing desiccant chips 
 sheet of chlorophyll filter sample labels 
 blotting paper (supplied by you- coffee filter, paper towel) 
 aluminum foil squares (supplied by you) 

3. Do the chlorophyll filtration twice on water from each bottle. 
(step-by-step instructions are in Section III), remembering to 
• Shake your bottle thoroughly before each filtering, 
• Rinse your syringe before using, 
• Add the preservative (magnesium carbonate) 
•  Fill out and attach a label – record the date & amount of water filtered 
• Put the wrapped packet in the desiccant chip plastic bag 
• SAVE the filtered water in the yellow labeled bottle. There will be more 

than enough water to rinse and fill this bottle. 
 

CAUTION: You should not have to push with all your strength in order to filter the 
water.  If you see water drops coming out from between the top and bottom halves 
of the white plastic filter holder this means that the filter has become plugged (either 
with algae or sediment).  You must start over with a fresh filter and water sample.  
Use less water, for example 25 ml, and record the amount used on your postcard 
and on the filter label.   

4. Finish the first set of DO tests. 
• Follow DO test instructions in Section III of your manual. 

5. Make a second set of DO tests. 
• You will then have 2 shallow and 4 deep DO test results. 

6. Record results and clean up. 
• Flush reagent chemicals down the drain with plenty of water 
• Rinse bottles with tap water, let air dry 

 
Bring all water samples and your bag of accumulated chlorophyll filters to 

URI. Use an insulated cooler with cold packs. 
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Monitoring Inlet Streams 
Basic Tributary Sampling Procedure 

 
 Often lake and pond water quality is significantly affected by what is 
happening upstream.  In many cases, what seems puzzling in terms of lake 
water quality can be explained by what’s coming into your lake or pond.  URI 
Watershed Watch volunteers are encouraged to sample their inlet streams on 
the triseason water collection days.  Here is the basic procedure.  Of course, this 
is just the “bare bones.”  A comprehensive stream monitoring program involves 
much more than what is described here. 
 
1. Locate the tributary or inlet stream using a USGS topographic map or other 

map.  Find out its name! 
2. Locate the stream in the field, and determine if it is a suitable sampling site.  

The sampling site should be well defined with an obvious channel and flowing 
water.  It should also be readily accessible by boat or by car or on foot, at a 
road crossing, or foot trail.   

1. Note the EXACT location of your tributary sampling site by easily identified 
landmarks.  Describe the sampling location in your Watershed Watch 
monitoring manual, and pinpoint the location on a map of your pond so that it 
is possible for someone else to return to your sampling site.  (To check your 
directions, ask a friend to locate your sampling spot with just your description 
and map.)  Please provide a copy of this information to Watershed Watch.   

2. Make sure that you stand downstream of your sampling spot so that you 
don’t stir up sediments. 

3. Rinse your sample bottle by scooping a small amount of stream water with 
your sample bottle, and swirl it around the inside of the bottle.  Discard this 
rinse water downstream. 

4. Collect the water sample by dipping an upside down sample bottle into the 
stream to a depth of halfway between the water surface and the bottom; tip 
the bottle up to allow it to fill, making sure that the bottle is facing upstream 
into the flow.  Pour off water to the bottle’s shoulder. 

5. Cap the bottle tightly.  Label it with the name of your stream, and the pond for 
which it is a tributary.  Repeat step #5 with your bacterial sampling bottle, 
skipping the rinse step (step 4.) 

6. Keep your water samples chilled until brought to the URI Watershed Watch 
lab (on the same day on which they were collected.) 
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